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The achievements in the field of transmission, the huge progress that has been made in transportation, the great engineering feats of our master minds, the increasing efficiency in our industrial enterprises, and the tremendous steps that our great men of research have taken during the past few decades, are just a part of the great multiplicity of accomplishments that are astounding the world. Many people have been bemoaning the fact that there is so little more to be done. Here at Babson Park, however, we have been ever reminded that these great accomplishments are simply stepping stones to an even greater opportunity for the young man starting out in the world. It is to this OPPORTUNITY that the BABSONIAN of 1931 is dedicated.
It is not without regret that our all-too-short year here at Babson Institute is coming to a close. Friends made will oft be recalled and our life here will many times be lived over. while our pipes are full and a soft glow radiates from a fireplace before us. If this little book helps to make these reveries just a bit more real, its purpose will have been served.
“If the automobile had been in existence one hundred years ago, our cities would be entirely different. • • • we must now rebuild our cities.”